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The kernel estimator of a multivariate probability density function is studied. An 
asymptotic upper bound for the expected L’ error of the estimator is derived. An 
asymptotic lower bound result and a formula for the exact asymptotic error are 
also given. The goodness of the smoothing parameter value derived by minimizing 
an explicit upper bound is examined in numerical simulations that consist of two 
different experiments. First, the L’ error is estimated using numerical integration 
and, second, the effect of the choice of the smoothing parameter in discrimination 
tasks is studied. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a random vector taking values in the d dimensional Euclidean 
space Rd and suppose that the distribution of X is described by a proba- 
bility density function J: Given a sample X1, . . . . X, of n independent 
observations of X, a density K, and h >O, the kernel estimator of fis the 
probability density function 
(1) 
[ 15, 14, 61. A natural measure for the estimation error is the L’ distance 
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JRdlf,, ,, -fl, and an extensive theory on its properties was developed in the 
1980s [9,8]. 
Among the central issues is the effective choice of the smoothing 
parameter h. One approach is to derive an explicit analyzable asymptotic 
upper bound for the expected L’ error E jRdlf,. ,, -fl and choose the value 
of h which minimizes this upper bound. For the univariate case d= 1 such 
upper bounds were derived and analyzed in [8,9]. 
The present paper has two aims. First, we extend some of the univariate 
results of [S, 91 to the multivariate case. Second, we examine by numerical 
simulations the goodness of the smoothing parameter values derived by 
minimizing an explicit upper bound. The L’ error is estimated using 
numerical integration and the performance of the derived smoothing 
parameter values in discrimination tasks is studied. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the bias of the expected 
error is studied in the context of a suitable Sobolev space. The analysis is 
based on a multivariate version of the associated kernel concept introduced 
by Bretagnolle and Huber. Section 3 deals with the variation part of the 
error and establishes an asymptotic upper bound for the total L’ error. The 
optimal choice of the kernel K is also discussed briefly. The derivation of 
the upper bound given in Sections 2 and 3 is based on estimating the total 
error upwards with a sum of bias and variation terms and considering 
these two terms then separately. An upper bound based on the exact 
asymptotics of the total error together with a lower bound result are given 
in Section 4. The proofs of Section 4 are omitted because they are 
straightforward generalizations of the techniques of [9, 111 after some 
univariate arguments are replaced by the results of Section 2. Finally, the 
results of the numerical simulations are presented in Section 5. 
The following standard notation is used (e.g. Cl]). A vector 
c( = (ar, . . . . Q) of nonnegative integers ai constitutes a multi-index. We 
denote laj=a,+ ... +a,, &!=a,!...~,! and for x=(x,,...,x,)~R~, 
xx = x;1 . . . XT. The ith partial derivative of a function is denoted by Dif 
and D”f= 0;’ ... D;dj The space of integrable functions is denoted by 
L1(Rd) and for ~20, w  ‘(Rd) is the Sobolev space of functions f whose 
weak (“distributional”) partial derivatives D”f, jc(J d s, are integrable. The 
space of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support is denoted 
by C;(Rd). 
2. THE BIAS OF THE EXPECTED ERROR 
iet f, KE L1(Rd), define f& by (1), and denote &(x) = hedK(x/h), 
x E Rd, h > 0. In the inequality 
jRd If”, k -fi d jRd if* Kk -fl + Id ifn, k -f * Kk I 
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the first term is called the bias and the second term the variation. Note that 
f* G(x) = E(fn, h(X)) f or a.e. x E R’. For the expected error we get 
EjRd 1fn.h -fl G jRd If* 4, -fl -t EjRd If,,,+ -f* &I. (2) 
Making smoothness assumptions about f we analyze in this section the bias 
term of (2). 
DEFINITION 1. Let s > 1. A class s kernel is a Bore1 measurable function 
K which satisfies 
(i) K is symmetric, i.e., K( -x) = K(x), x E Rd, 
(ii) jRd K= 1, 
(iii) jRdx”K(x) dx = 0 for 1 < 1~11 <S - 1, 
(iv) jRd Ix’1 IK(x)l dx< cc for 1~11 =s. 
Note that K does not have to be nonnegative so it may not be a density. 
Modeling after the univariate case of [S], we introduce the concept of an 
associated kernel as follows. 
DEFINITION 2. Let s B 1, suppose that K is a class s kernel and let 
Ial = S. The parameter c1 kernel assocciated with K is defined for a.e. x E Rd 
by 
L”(x) = (- 1)‘“’ jlm ‘;,,“;” td- ‘x’K(tx) dz. 
For d = 1, L” agrees with the definition of [S]. The integral in (3) exists 
a.e. because, using Fubini’s theorem an the substitution 5 = tx, one gets 
jRdlL”(x)l dx< jRd jlm (;;1”;,’ td-‘Ix=l JK(tx)l dxdr 
= 
I 
O” (t-l)‘*‘-1 rd-’ 
dt 
1 (Icrl- I)! 0 
Rd WI Mfx)l dx 
= 
s 
O” (t- lYm’-l t-‘+‘dt 
1 (la1 -l)! s Rd 15” I MOI 4 
(4) 
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and this last integral is finite by (iv) of Definition 1. Similarly we get, 
s (- 1)‘“’ Rd L”(x) dx = ~ s Ial! Rd x”K(x) dx. (5) 
Moreover, the mapping Kc, L” is one-to-one (see Appendix). 
Next we derive a useful expression for the difference f * K--j 
PROPOSITION 3. Let s B 1 and suppose that K is a class s kernel. If 
f E W”, ‘(Rd), then for a.e. x E Rd, 
f * K(x)-f(x)= c $ D*f* L”(x). 
(rJ=s . 
Proof: Assume first that f o CF(Rd). By Taylor’s theorem, 
s-1 
f(x+v)-f(x)= c c +WW 
i=l ,+;a! 
Thus, for x E Rd, 
= s Rd (f(x +Y) -f(x)) K(Y) 4 
=,~,fjRd(j~(~~-t:‘,‘~‘D”l(x+ry)K(~)dt)d~, 
where we used (i), (ii), and (iii) of Definition 1 and (7). The integrals with 
respect to y exist because, using Fubini’s theorem and the new variables 
q= -ty, z= t-l, we have for Ial =s, 
(s- 1), IY”I IWIx+v)l IN( dt dv 
Iv”1 Wfb+v)l IHY)I dy 
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and the last integral is finite by (4) and the fact that D”f is bounded. Then, 
using the same steps, 
= D”f* L*(x), (9) 
and (6) follows from (8) and (9). 
Whenfg W”, ‘(Rd), there are functionsf, E C;(Rd), n = 0, 1, . . . . such that 
Oaf, -+ D”f in L’(Rd) for lcll <s (e.g. [l, 3.193). Since (6) holds for eachf,, 
it also holds for f a.e. on Rd. 1 
Now the following upper bound for the bias is obtained. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let s 2 1 and suppose that K is a class s kernel. For 
f E IV ‘(Rd) and h > 0 we haoe 
If* K,, -fl < W,(s, Kf), (10) 
where 
(11) 
Further, c$,(s, K, f) < GO always and qS1(s, K,f) > 0 unless f(x) = 0 for a.e. 
XER’. 
Proof. The inequality (10) follows using (6) with the kernel Kh. The 
factor 4i(s, K,f) is finite because of (4) andfz W”* ‘(Rd). If D”f(x) = 0 a.e., 
then for the Fourier transform we have (iy)” f (y) = 0, y E Rd, where j is the 
Fourier transform off: Thus, I= 0 and f (x) = 0 a.e. On the other hand, by 
the Appendix, we cannot have L”(x) =0 a.e. Therefore, &(s, K, f)>O 
unless f vanishes a.e. 1 
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By (lo), the bias tends to zero at least at the rate h”. Sharper results can 
be obtained from the following limit formula. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let s 2 1 and suppose that K is a class s kernel and let 
f~ W’, ‘(Rd). Then, 
lim h-” 
h-.0+ 
Proof. By (6), 
where, as usual, L:(x) = h +‘L’(x/h), x E Rd. We show that each term of the 
last sum converges to zero as h -+ O+. Let JMI = s and suppose first that 
@ = fad L” # 0. Denoting J” = La/p’ we have 
where the right side converges to zero as h + 0+ (e.g. [18, Chapt. III, 




Let 1” = fRd (L”)+ = ind (La)-. If I” = 0, the right side of (13) vanishes for 
every h > 0. If L” > 0, we conclude as above that both D”f * (La),’ and 
D”f * (L’); converge to nzDzf in L’(R”) as h + O+, so that the right side 
of (13) converges to zero as h + 0 + . This proves (12). I 
PROWSITION 6. Let s >, 1, suppose that K is a class s kernel and let 
f E W”, ‘(Rd). 
(i) Ifs is odd, then for h > 0, 
s Rd If * K,, -fI =@h)h”, 
where d(h)>0 and&h)+0 as h+O+. 
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(ii) Ifs is even and fRd x’K(x) dx # 0 .for mme jcrl= s, then for h > 0, 
If* Kh -fl = (1 -WI)) 4m KfW, (14) 
where 6(h)<l, d(h)+0 as h-O+ and 
Further, &(s, K,f) < co always and &(s, K,f) > 0 unless f(x) = 0 a.e. 
Proof. The assertion of part (i) follows from (12), (5), and the fact that 
for odd (al, fRd x”K(x) dx = 0. The formula (14) is trivial whenf(x) = 0 for 
a.e. x E Rd. In the opposite case, (14) follows from (12) and (5) if we show 
that 0 < &(s, K,f) < co. But &(s, K,f) is finite for the same reason as 
dl(s, K,f) in Proposition 4. Suppose that Q~~(s, K,f) = 0. Denoting 
aa= (l/a!) jRd x’K(x) dx we have then that C,,, =,s @“f(x) = 0 for a.e. 
XE Rd. Taking the Fourier transform yields P(y)f(y)= 0, y ER’, where 
P(y) = i” I,,, ,suayx, y E Rd. By hypothesis, a, # 0 for some a, so P is a 
nonzero polynomial. Using induction on the dimension d and Fubini’s 
theorem it is easy to see that such a polynomial can vanish only on a set 
of measure zero. Thus f= 0 and f(x) = 0 for a.e. x E Rd, a contradiction. 1 
3. THE VARIATION AND AN UPPER BOUND FOR THE EXPECTED ERROR 
As in Section 1, we consider a random vector X with a densityf, a ran- 
dom sample X1, . . . . X, of X, and the kernel estimator (1) of J: The kernel 
K however does not have to be a density. 
First we note the following multivariate version of Carlson’s inequality 
[7; 4, p. 1753. 
LEMMA 7. Let g: Rd --f [0, 00 [ be measurable and E > 0. Then 
d/(e + d) 
> 1 
l/2 
X II-4 d+Eg(X)2 dx , 
where II .!I is the Euclidean norm and 
(1’4 
I,= jRd(l + (JxIId+‘)--l dx= 
271’42’ + 1 
(d + E) T(d/2) sin(drr/(d+ E))’ 
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Proof The proof goes as in the case d= E = 1 (cf. [8, Lemma 7.1 I). Let 
a>O. From Schwarz inequality we get 
< J, (1 +ud+& (IxI/ d+E)-’ dx Rd k(x)’ + g(x)’ ad+’ I/XII d+E) dx 
= m J JRd (g(x)2 +g(x)’ ad+’ JIxII d+E) dx 
(17) 
Now (16) follows by choosing the parameter a so that the last expression 
in (17) is minimized. 1 
Next we establish an upper bound for the expected value of the 
variation. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let f E L’(Rd) be a density and suppose that KE L’(Rd). 
Assume further that for some E > 0 we have JRd I(xIJ d+Ef(x) dx < 0~) and 
jRd (1 + JIx(J dfE) K(x)’ dx < 00. Then for all h > 0, 
E jRd If,, h -f*K,,I <(l+&h))(nhd)- (18) 
where S(h)20 and a(h)-+0 us h-+0+. 
Proof The argument is the same as in the univariate case (cf. 
[8, Theorems 7.3 and 7.41). First, exactly as in the univariate case, one can 
apply Schwarz inequality in the expectation E( Ifn, ,Jx) -f * &(x)1) to get 
E jRd Ifn, h -f * Kh I G Wd)V”2 fRd dfm. (19) 
Then we set Q = K2/jRd K2 (assuming that K does not vanish a.e.) and use 
the inequality ,/fx < Jf + Jlf-f*ehi in (19) to obtain (18) with 
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To show that 6(h) --f 0 as h --t 0 + we apply first Carlson’s inequality (16) 
with g = ,/m[ to get 
jRd ,/m G C (jRd If-f* Qh I)““‘+ d, 
d/2(6 + d) 
X llxll d+E If(x) -f* Q&)1 dx 9 
where C is a constant. Since jRd If--f* Qh 1 tends to zero as h -+ 0+ 
[ 18, Chapt. III, 2.21 we only have to show that the second integral remains 
bounded. But 
s llxll d+E If(x) -f* QAx)l dx Rd 
where the first integral on the right was assumed to be finite and for the 
second integral we get from 5=x-y, (/5+yl/d+C~2d+E--(/~5~~d+~+ 
II yll d+E), and jRdf= jnd Q,, = 1, that 
ll-4 d+Ef* Q&)dx 
= llxll d+Bf(x-.Wx 
62 d+E- 1 j 
Rd 
llylld+“Qs(y)dy. 
The first integral is again finite and 
tends to zero as h -+ 0+ because the integral on the right side is finite by 
the hypothesis made of K. 1 
The estimates derived for the bias and the variation can now be com- 
bined to obtain the following upper bound result. 
THEOREM 9. Let s B 1, suppose that K is a clas s kernel and let 
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f E W ‘(Rd) be a density. Assume also that for some E > 0, 
JR,+ (1 + [(x(1 d+B) K(x)* dx < CC and JR” llxll “‘“f(x) dx < co. Then, 
inf E 
hs0 I 
Rd If,, h -f I 
d (1 + 6,)(d/(2s) + 1)((2s)/d)d”d+ 2S’ 
x ,)(~)“/‘d+‘“’ [(f )b’(d+Zs) d(s, K, f )4W+2dn-dW+*d, (20) 
where 6,-O+ as n+cO, tj(K)=jRdK2, i;(f)=jRd& and Q(s, K,f)= 
h(s, Kf) (see (11)). Wh en s is even and jRd x’K(x) dx # 0 for some /aI = s, 
then we can take c$(s, K, f) = &(s, K,f) (see (15)) and obtain a potentially 
sharper upper bound in (20). 
The inequality is valid for example when 
h = h(n) = n - l/Cd+ 2s) d,,&@[(f) 2’(d+2s’ 
W(3, K f ) ! ’ 
(21) 
Proof, Combine (2) (10) or (14) and (18) to get 
E JRd Ifn. h -f I G (I+ 4h))(4(s7 Kf )h’+ m Uf )(nhd)-“2), (22) 
where 6(h) + 0 + as h -+ 0 + . The value h(n) given in (21) is the value of 
h that minimizes the second factor in (22). Now (20) follows by substi- 
tuting h(n) for h in (22), setting 6(h(n)) = 6, and observing that h(n) + 0+ 
asn-rcc. 1 
Note that besides lim,, o. h(n) =O, the sequence (h(n)) has the other 
fundamental property lim, _ m nh(n)d = co (cf. [9,8]). 
Finally, we consider briefly the choice of an “optimal” kernel K. An 
upper bound for the expected L’ error can be minimized with respect to K 
if in (20) the factor #I(s, K,f) is replaced by (see (4)) 
#1(s,Kf)G 1 L J I~I JRdm lK(x)l dx=:h(s>Kf). 
I+sa! Rd 
The same argument as in [8, Lemma 7.41 shows then that 
WQ s’(d+2s) &(s, K, f)d’(d+2s)> $(Ko)s”d+2s) &(s, K,, f)dl(d+2s’, (23) 
where 
K&)=C(l- 1 YJ lD=fl)+> XER~, 
,.( =I av Rd 
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and C is determined by JR4 K,, = 1. Since K,, is nonnegative, it is both a 
class 1 and a class 2 kernel, but not a class s kernel for any s > 2, so that 
we get an optimal kernel only for s = 1 or s = 2. Note that K, depends on 
J: However, when d= 1, using a suitable A > 0 we can scale K,(X) to 
A-‘&(x/A) to get a kernel which is independent off: Such scaling does not 
affect (23) so the scaled K, remains optimal. This results either in the 
triangular (s = 1) or the Bartlett kernel (s = 2) [3, lo]. 
For s = 2 and 4 = q& a multivariate optimal kernel that does not depend 
on f can be found if one assumes that K(x) = I-l:= 1 ki(xi), XER~, where 
each ki is a univariate even density and JR x’k,(x) dx = JR x*k,(x) dx, 
i= 1, . . . . d. Then 
Q)2(s, Kf) =; IRd IV’fl j-R x*kl(x) dx, 
where V* is the Laplacian, and one ends up minimizing 
Each factor is minimized by Bartlett’s kernel k,(x) = f(1 -x2)+ -- 
[8, Lemma 7.4; 3, lo] so the optimal K is given by - 
&(x)=(~)d fi (l-x;)+, xeRd. (24) 
i= 1 
With s=2, K=K,, given by (24), d=#*, and p(f)=J8d&jpd ]V2f], 
the formula (21) takes the form 
h@)= (5@)“‘/2)*/(d+4) p(f)21(d+4).-lltd+4). (25) 
For the standard normal density kernel K(x) = (2~)~~‘~ exp( - J]xIJ */2) we 
get 
h(n)=(2- Cd/*)- 1 dx-d/4)2/@‘+4) p(f)“‘d+“’ n-ll(d+4). (26) 
If f is the density of the normal distribution N(0, 02Zd) (u > 0 and Id is the 
d x d unit matrix), then (25) and (26) reduce to 
h(n)= (5(6 J;;/5) 42 W/4)- ld-(d/*)+led/*r(d/2))*/(d+4) bn-U(d+4) (27) 8 
and 
j@) = (+W- l&W*)+ led/*r(d/2))*/(d+4) on-‘lk’+4’, (28) 
respectively. The formula (28) can be compared to the optimal h(n) 
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C(d) 
1.3 - - ,_,,_,,__...... .."." 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
d 
FIG. 1. The factor C(d), 1 <d< 15, from the formula (28) (solid curve), L2 theory (dashed 
curve) and [17] (dotted curve). For the definition of C(d) see the text. 
suggested by the L2 theory, h(n) = (4/(d+ 2))“(df4) .K’/(~+~) [lo]. Both 
formulas are of the form h(n) = C(d) on - “w+~) but with different C(d). The 
dependece of C(d) on d in both cases is shown in Fig. 1. For comparison, 
we have also included the corresponding C(d) from [17] obtained by 
numerical minimization of the exact asymptotic L’ error (see also 
Section 4). 
4. THE EXACT EXPECTED ASYMPTOTIC ERROR AND 
AN ASYMPTOTIC LOWER BOUND 
It is possible to improve slightly the upper bound of Theorem 9 by 
deriving first an exact asymptotic expression for the expected L’ error and 
then estimating this expression upwards. 
The univariate method of Devroye and Gyorti [9, Theorem 1, p. 781 is 
readily generalized to the multivariate case if their Lemma 11 on p. 92 is 
replaced by the reasoning of Proposition 5. Let s B 1 and suppose that K 
is a bounded class s kernel with compact support and f e Wh ’ (Rd) is a 
density with compact support. Let (A,) be a sequence of positive numbers 
such that lim, _ oc h, = 0 and lim, _ ‘x, nh,d = co. Then one can show that 
E[Rd 1fn.h. -fl =J-RdWYw~+6.(hS+ wqy2), 
where lim, _ o. 6, = 0, 
(29) 
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and 
y(u)=~(u6e~‘212drfe-u2i2), u>O. 
As before, $(K) = jRd K*. For x such that f(x) = 0 the integrand on the 
right hand side of (29) is interpreted as z(x) in accordance with 
lim u-o+ uy(a/u) = a, a >, 0. Using the technique of [ 1 l] it is also possible 
to show (29) assuming only that K is bounded and J K satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 9. 
In [ 111, Hall and Wand considered numerical minimization with respect 
to h, of a version of (29) when s = 2. Here we consider an explicit upper 
bound that follows from (29) and can be minimized with respect to h, 
analytically. Using the inequality y(u) < u + fi, u 2 0, (29) gives 
EjRd If,. h, -flG(l +J,)(~(s, Lf)h',+J2/rr~i(f)(nh~)-"2), 
where lim n ~ o. 6, = 0, and, as in Theorem 9, Q(s, K, f) = qS2(s, K f) if s is 
even and jRdxaK(x) dx#O for some lcll =s, and c$(s, K,f) =cJ~(s, K, f) 
otherwise. As in Theorem 9, this leads to an upper bound 
inf E 
h>O s 
Rd Ifn. h -fl 
< (1 + ,J(2/7r)s’(d+2s) (d/(2$) + 1)((2s)/d)d”d+2”’ 
x ~(ly)d(d+2~‘~(f)W+*~) &, K,f)d/‘d+W n-s/(d+2s), (30) 
which improves (20) by a factor (2/7r)s’(d+2r). The inequality is valid for 
example when h = (2/7~)“‘~“+~’ h(n) and h(n) is given by (21). 
In the univariate case with s = 2 Devroye and Gyorfi [8, Theorem 2, 
p. 791 offered also an asymptotic lower bound for the expected L’ error. 
This result is readily generalized to the multivariate case with an arbitrary 
even s when their Lemma 4 on p. 84 is replaced by (ii) of Proposition 6. 
Thus, let ~2 2 be even, suppose that K is a bounded class s kernel with 
compact support (or just with an integrable radial majorant; cf. [8, 
Theorem 3, p. 81) and that j Rdx”K(x) dx #O for some la1 =s. If 
f E Wh ‘(Rd) is a density, then 
lim inf inf nslCd+ 2s)E Id 1 fn, h -f 1 2 A, ,tj( K)s’(d+ *>) 
n-m h>O 
xl(f) W(d+h) d2(s, K,f)d/(d+Zs), (31) 
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TABLE I 
A Sample of the Values of the Constant A,, 
d 
s I 2 3 5 10 25 
2 1.0285 1.1091 1.1446 1.1659 1.1519 1.0980 
4 0.9510 1.0285 1.0772 1.1304 1.1659 1.1403 
where 
The values of the constant A,, can be obtained numerically. 
The lower bound (31) can be compared to the analogous upper bound 
one gets from (30), 
lim sup inf n 
n-cc h>O 
‘By+ “)E Id Ifn, ,, -fl 6 B, &K)“““+ 2s) 
xi(f) Wd+Zs) #2(s, K,f)W+ W, (32) 
which is of the same form with the constant A,, replaced by 
B, 5 = ( ~/IT)““~ + “’ (d/(2s) + 1 )( (2s)/d)W’“f 2S). 
A sample of the values of A,, and B,, are given in Tables I and II. 
In the context of Theorem 9 (K possibly unbounded), (32) holds with 
the slightly larger constant B, 5 = (d/(23) + 1)((2~)/@@‘~+ ‘? 
TABLE II 
A Sample of the Values of the Constant B,, 
d 
s 1 2 3 5 10 25 
2 1.3768 1.6258 1.7400 1.7979 1.7053 1.4478 
4 1.1597 1.3768 1.5246 1.6944 1.7979 1.6473 
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5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
Work in this section falls into two parts. First, the estimation of the 
expected L' error of the kernel estimator is discussed. Second, the effect of 
the choice of the smoothing parameter is studied when the kernel estimator 
is used in discrimination (pattern recognition). 
The expected L' error E(h) := E lRd If,, h -fl was estimated with dif- 
ferent values for the smoothing parameter h both when f was the density 
function for the one dimensional normal distribution N(0, 1) and also when 
@V 
I- 
0.9 - \ 
0.3 - 
0.2, 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 
h 
(4 
0.8 1 - 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 
h 
(b) 
FIG. 2. The estimated expected L’ error /$I) when d= 1, n = 10, and the kernel is either 
the normal density function (a) or Bartlett’s kernel (b). 
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f was the density function for the five dimensional normal distribution 
N(0, I,). The kernel functions which were used to construct the estimator 
& were in dimension one the density for the normal distribution N(0, 1) 
and Bartlett’s kernel and in dimension five the density for the normal 
distribution N(0, I,). Sample sizes IZ were 10 and 100 in both dimensions. 
Samples of size n were generated 30 times and density estimates were 
constructed from every sample for different values of h. The L’ distances of 
the density estimates and the density function were evaluated numerically, 
and the expected L’ error was estimated as an average of these 30 numeri- 
cally evaluated integrals. 





FIG. 3. The same situation as in Fig. 2 except that n = 100. 
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estimated expected L’ errors E’(h) (solid curves) are shown together with 
the 95% confidence intervals (dashed curves). The smoothing parameter 
values h(n) suggested by the theory (formulas (27) and (28)) are also 
shown on the h axis. 
From Figs. 2 and 3 it can be seen how the achieved minimum error is 
nearly the same for both kernels but the overall picture is much smoother 
for Bartlett’s kernel. The main conclusion from the results is that the values 
which were suggested by the theory for the smoothing parameter are close 
to the actual minimizing values. However, in the above examples the 
theoretically suggested smoothing parameter values are in dimension one 




FIG. 4. The estimated expected L’ error I?((h) for the five dimensional normal density 
function when the normal density kernel is used and n = 10 (a) or n = 100 (b). 
683/42/2-l 
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too small, whereas in dimension five they are nearly exactly the same as 
those found by simulation. This conclusion is also supported by Fig. 1. 
The error in i?(h) is caused partly by random error due to sampling, 
the amount of which is indicated in the confidence intervaIs. Partly it is the 
result of numerical integration. The integrations were performed using the 
NAG routines DO1 AKF in dimension one and DO1 FDF in dimension live. 
The error in numerical integration was considered to be negligible. 
The second part of the numerical experiments was concerned with the 
effect of the choice of the smoothing parameter when the kernel estimator 
is used in discrimination. Let the estimator fn,, ,,, be based on a sample of 
size ni from population i with distribution described by the density function 
fj, i= 1, 2. If the observation I is a priori known to have come from 
population 1 with probability q and from population 2 with probability 
1 -4, it will be classified as coming from population 1 if 
(33) 
and otherwise as coming from population 2. This rule defines a so called 
CL,,hltfn2,h2- based) Bayesian classifier. Theorem 1 of [9, Chap. lo] (see 
also the references therein) shows the relevance of minimizing the L’ error 
of the estimates fn,,h, when one seeks to improve the performance of this 
classifier. 
The classification rule (33) was studied in 2 one dimensional and in 2 
five dimensional cases. The same type of data has been used earlier to test 
other classifiers [13, 121. First, fi was chosen as the density for the one 
dimensional N(0, 1) distribution and fi as the density for the N(O,4) dis- 
tribution, written as fi -N(O, I), fi - N(O,4). Second, f, - N(0, 1) and 
f2 - N(2.32,4). The two cases are referred to as hard( 1) and easy( 1) 
according to their level of difficulty as discrimination tasks. Sample 
sizes n, and n, to construct the density estimates were 10 in both cases 
and h, and h2 had the values 0.1,0.4,0.7, . . . . 4.3. Moreover, the point 
(h,( lo), h,( 10)) = (0.52, 1.04) that is suggested by the theory (formula (28)) 
to minimize the expected L’ errors was tried. Third, f, - N(0, 15) 
and f2 - N(O,41,). Fourth, f, - N(0, I,) and fZ - N(2.32e,, 41,), e, = 
(1, 0, 0, 0,O). The third and the fourth cases are referred to as hard(5) and 
easy(5), respectively. Sample sizes n, and n2 were 100 in both cases, h, had 
the values 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, . . . . 2.9 and h2 had the values 0.1, 0.4,0.7, . . . . 4.3. Also, 
the point (h,( lOO), h,( 100)) = (0.73, 1.46) suggested by the theory was 
tried. In dimension one (live), the kernel used was the density for the 
N(0, 1) (N(0, 1,)) distribution. The probability q was chosen as 0.5. 
The probability p(h,, h2) of misclassification was estimated by first 
generating 300 samples from both distributions for every choice of the 
smoothing parameters h, and h, and then constructing 300 pairs of density 
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TABLE III 
Discrimination Performance of the Experimentally Found 
Smoothing Parameter Values 
Case nlrn2 h,.pt hopt B(h~,.,t~h2..,t) Conf. interval Bayes prob. 
Hard(l) 10 0.7 1.9 0.361 [0.352,0.369] 0.339 
Easy( 1) 10 0.7 1.6 0.213 [0.204,0.221] 0.200 
Hard(S) 100 0.5 1.9 0.173 [0.168,0.177] 0.148 
Easy(S) 100 0.5 2.5 0.123 CO.119, 0.1271 0.098 
estimates from these samples. Then 100 observations were generated from 
both populations and these 200 observations were classified using the den- 
sity estimates. The estimate b(h,, h2) of p(hl, h2) is then the proportion of 
misclassifications in the total of 60,000 classifications. 
The numerical experiments on discriminations are summarized in Fig. 5 
and Tables III and IV. Figure 5 shows the level curves of h for the case 
hard(5) as constructed from the values j?(h,, h2) found in simulations. 
Level curves for the other cases are quite similar. The corresponding con- 
stant values of fi are shown beside the level curves. The best smoothing 
parameter pair (h,. opt, h,, Opt ) found in simulations is marked as +. The 
value fi(h,(lOO), h,( 100)) suggested by the theory was not used in com- 
puting the level curves but the point (h,(lOO), h,(lOO)) is marked by 0. 
Tables III and IV give the numerical values of these smoothing parameters, 
the corresponding probabilities of misclassification, and the 95% con- 
fidence intervals. In the last column of Table III we also give for each case 
the lowest possible probability of misclassification for any classification 
rule. 
It is to be noted how the probability of misclassification is much more 
sensitive to the choice of the smoothing parameter of that density estimator 
which estimates the distribution with the smaller variance. Although the 
points (h 1. opt9 h, Opt ) which minimized j? were different from the points 
TABLE IV 
Discrimination Performance of the Smoothing Parameter Values 
Suggested by the Theory 
Case n17n2 hdn,) Mnz ) Ahh) Mnd) Conf. interval 
Hard( 1) 10 0.52 1.04 0.377 [0.365,0.389] 
EM 1) 10 0.52 1.04 0.219 [0.209,0.229] 
Hard(S) 100 0.73 1.46 0.193 [0.189, 0.1973 
Ew(5) 100 0.73 1.46 0.129 CO.126, 0.1331 
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.23 .23 .27 .31 .35 .39 .43 .47 
h, 
FIG. 5. The level curves of $ for the case hard(S). The point (II,, Op,, h2, Opt) is marked with 
+ and the point (h,(lOO), h,(100)) is marked with 0. 
(h,(n,), h,(n,)) suggested by the theory, the classifier is so robust with 
respect to the choice of the smoothing parameter that the difference in 
discrimination performance is small. 
APPENDIX 
We show that L’(x) =0 a.e. implies K(x) = 0 a.e. Thus, assume that 
La(x) =0 for a.e. XE Rd. Let md denote the d dimensional Lebesgue 
measure, denote by Sd- ’ the unit sphere of R’, and let cd- 1 be the surface 
measure on Sd-’ (e.g. [16, pp. 159-1601). For ueSd-’ let #U: 10, cc[ + 
Rd, $Jr) = ru. Let A c Rd consist of those points x for which xb. # 0, the 
integral in (3) exists and L”(X) = 0. Then nz,(A’) = 0, where A’ denotes the 
complement of A in Rd. Define B= {uES~-’ (m,(q4;‘(A’))=O}. Then B 
is a Bore1 set and we show first that cd- ,(B’) = 0, where B’ is the comple- 







E r d-ldr 
> 
dad- 1(u). 
Since md(A’) = 0 we must have bd- ,(E’) = 0. 
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Now consider a fixed u E B. Then for a.e. r > 0, ru E A. Thus, for a.e. r > 0, 
the integral in (3) exists and vanishes for x = ru and (ru)’ # 0. Therefore, 
i‘ Ia (t-l)‘-’ PlK(tru) dt=O 
for a.e. r > 0. Setting r = tr we get 
g(r):=S, (z--r)‘-’ zd-lK(zu)d~=O 
r 
(34) 
for a.e. r > 0. Now l: (r-r)‘- ’ TV-’ JK(ru)( dz is a decreasing function of 
r so the integral in (34) in fact exists for all r > 0 and from Lebesgue’s 
dominated convergence theorem we then get (34) for all r > 0. It is easy to 
see that ~~zpIK(7u)l dr<m for all r>O and d-l<p<s+d-2. Thus, 
expanding (7 - r)s- ’ we get 
g(r)=:!: (“5 ‘) (-l)jrij: 7S+d-2-iK(ru)dz=0, r>O. 
By differentiating the function g s times we see that K(m) = 0 for a.e. r > 0. 
Finally, let C= (X E Rd 1 K(x) # 0). Then, 
> 
dad-,(u) = 0, 
where the second equality follows from cd- ,(B’) = 0 and the third equality 
follows from K(m) = 0 for a.e. r > 0 when u E B. 
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